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FrontierDAO NFTs Unlock Scientific Discovery, Space Exploration & Fusion Energy Research - Just Launched on
OpenSea

Oxford, UK & Paris, France - Nov. 8, 2021 --

FrontierDAO announced today the

launch of their inaugural NFT Collection, devoted to unlocking scientific
discovery through non-fungible tokens (NFT). Each purchase of this Limited
Edition Bronze NFT Collection goes towards funding further research in space
exploration, fusion energy and other scientific breakthroughs.

WTF is an NFT?

FrontierDAO is a decentralized autonomous organization whereby members join an
exclusive club of like-minded science enthusiasts with the ability to vote on

the distribution of funds to worthwhile scientific efforts. It was founded in
October 2021 by a team of two, a scientist and a creativity-meets-blockchain
entrepreneur. The DAO’s mission is to unlock greater funding resources through
the sale of NFTs. Funding will be used for research in fusion energy, space
exploration, and a variety of scientific fields, including, but not limited
to, foodTech, STEAM, climate change, and other fields.

“We consider as mintable NFTs, not just images, videos, audio and .gifs, but
also scientific breakthroughs such as computational equations, theoretical
formulas, designs, and even essays,” states co-founder Paige Donner. “My
co-Founder, a widely recognized UK-based scientist who for now goes by the
pseudonym Bounder Yo, likes to point to examples such as Einstein’s E=MC2,
Satoshi’s white paper, and Nikolas Tesla’s Induction Motor as examples of true
breakthroughs in science. Breakthroughs such as these were pivotal moments in
humanity that pushed us forward. For these types of breakthrough science NFTs,
we have our Evergreen Collection. Furthermore, with FrontierDAO, we not only
can mint truly momentous events in science but can also help fund efforts
leading to even more breakthroughs,” explained Donner.

Not just a pioneer in the field of science based NFTs, FrontierDAO has
innovatively structured their funds allocation protocols, proving themselves
to be a blockchain industry leader. The exact allocations are laid out in the

roadmap on their website, FrontierDAO.xyz, but the large majority of the funds
raised through NFT sales goes to funding the DAO Treasury. The DAO Treasury
acts as a sort of ‘Family Office’ or ‘Grants Fund’ where each person who has
bought an NFT gets to vote on the projects that will be funded by the
Treasury. This is a business model showcasing democracy-in-action when it
comes to funding bleeding edge scientific research and innovation. NFTs also
unlock special invites to virtual meetups, scientific presentations,
members-only Zoom calls, even IRL tag-ups, and conferences in the future. For
every NFT sold of any of the Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum, and Evergreen
collections, 35% goes to the original artist and 65% goes to the DAO Treasury.
Recurring sales royalties include 3.5% going to the artists, 3% going to the
Treasury, and 2.5% going to the Founders.

Image NFTs are donated from artists, creators, engineers, and others who
represent a wide swath of the scientific and artistic community. “We welcome
contributions from anyone who feels they have a science themed creative
digital asset to share. This is an incredibly challenging yet exciting time
for human advancement and FrontierDAO will lead the way,” added Donner.

Stay tuned for their upcoming special capsule collection, Spacesuit NFTs,
inspired by NASA’s Artemis Mission. Launching soon -
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